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Abstrak
 

<i>The school library is one of most important fasility must be put in the top position of learning process.

The greater importance role of the school library is helping not only students but also teacher to get

somewhere in many areas. The components which contribute to effective successful well-managed school

libraries are the following: finance and budgeting, collection, human resources, Furniture and Equipment,

organization, services, library use, promotion and technology . All these components are essential in a

realistic policy framework and action plan. In this research the writer only focus on collection, human

resources, services, Furniture and Equipment. Collection of school library usually related to curriculum,

called ?basic collection?. But one thing must bear in mind that fiction is also valuable material to stimulate

emosional quotient. Moreover the ages of elementary school students are the good beginning development

to build good reading characters. Human resource is one the most important aspect for managing school

library. The presence of them in the middle of this area will make everything become valuable. Because the

good human resources will impact on managing services. The core of school library is services. There is no

library without services. This aspect also must be managed well dan professionally. In many researches that

good services will influence on student motivation in learning and attaining good achievement The forth is

furniture and equipment. The provision of furniture and equipment is unrefuseable facilities. Goodness of

this aspect will impact desire of users to come into the library. In addition to, managing both of these

attractively really also give contribution the increasing library usage. In the process of attaining the goals of

the school library, the management must continually monitor the performance in the services, collections,

staff performances equipments and furnitures to ensure that the strategies are achieving the specified

objectives. Statistical studies should be carried out periodically in order to identify trends.</i>
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